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Abstract

In contemporary philosophy of science, the consensus

view seems to be that scientific explanations describe

mechanisms responsible for the phenomena to be explained.

Two kinds of explanatory relevance figure in mechanistic

accounts of explanation: causal (etiological) and constitutive.

Following prominent accounts, it seems natural to analyze

both these relations in terms of systematic interventions into

some factor X with respect to another factor Y. However,

such interventions are tailored to uncover causal relations

only. Construing the constitutive relationship between parts

and wholes in terms of interventions thus raises metaphysi-

cal, conceptual, and epistemological questions. We here

review the barriers that intervention‐based inquiry into

mechanisms encounters and consider some solutions.
1 | EXPLANATIONS DESCRIBE MECHANISMS

An important kind of scientific explanation ismechanistic explanation (Bechtel & Abrahamsen, 2005; Bechtel & Richardson,

1993; Craver, 2007a; Craver &Darden, 2013; Glennan, 2017; Illari &Williamson, 2012). To explain complex phenomena—

like protein synthesis, memory, or the action potential—scientists seek to uncover the mechanisms implementing them.

Such mechanisms consist in spatially organized entities that engage in temporally organized activities that (causally) work

together and exhibit the phenomenon to be explained (Andersen, 2014; Craver & Tabery, 2015; Illari &Williamson, 2012).

There are two ways to spell out the relation between mechanisms and their phenomena (see also Section 6). On

what we call the causal reading (e.g., Glennan, 1996, 2002), the phenomenon to be explained is the end product of a

causal sequence. For illustration, consider protein synthesis: First, DNA is transcribed, then mRNA is translated, then

proteins are folded (Figure 1).1 Notice that in this picture, we do not have different levels; all entities (DNA, mRNA,

proteins) are connected causally through their activities (transcription, translation, folding).2
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FIGURE 1 Mechanism understood as causal chain
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Some authors emphasize that mechanisms operate to produce “changes from start or set‐up to finish or termi-

nation conditions” (e.g., Machamer, Darden, & Craver, 2000, p. 3). On that conception, mechanisms are also causal

chains but may be described at multiple levels (cf. Wimsatt, 1976). We return to this in Section 5.2.

On what we call the constitutive reading of mechanisms (typically attributed to Craver, 2007a), the phenomenon

to be explained occurs at a higher level than the mechanism; it is constituted by the mechanism's operation. A prime

example for a mechanism under this constitutive reading is the action potential. Action potentials are electric

impulses sent between cells in the nervous system during which a neuron's membrane potential rapidly rises and falls.

An action potential as a whole (S's psi‐ing) is constituted by the orchestrated activities of entities (Xs' phi‐ings):

sodium channels opening, sodium ions flowing into the cell, sodium channels closing, potassium channels opening,

potassium ions flowing out of the cell, etc. Figure 2 shows a schematic representation of a mechanism constituting

its phenomenon.

While the relations among the components—the acting entities in the mechanism relevant to the mechanism's

operation (see Section 3)—are causal, the relations between any individual components and the phenomenon to be

explained are not. These are constitutive relevance (constitutive for short) relations (Craver, 2007a; Craver & Bechtel,

2007). Recently, a considerable amount of work has been devoted to spelling out what exactly constitutive relations

are, how they are discovered, and how to distinguish constitutive from causal relations. This latter question is

particularly important given that constitutive relations are supposed to be identified using systematic interventions.

This is unproblematic when interventions are understood non‐technically to refer to experimental practices in the

life sciences. But the philosophical discussions draw on Woodward's (2003) account of interventions, which is

specifically tailored to uncover causal relations. Therefore, applying interventions to mechanisms understood

as causal chains is uncontroversial. By contrast, using Woodwardian interventions to uncover constitutive relations

is less straightforward.

We shall begin by briefly introducing the technical notion of intervention in Section 2. We proceed, in Section 3,

to highlight the challenges associated with applying interventions to mechanisms constituting their phenomena. The

perhaps most pressing worry has become known as fat‐handedness. In Section 4, we will review and evaluate various
FIGURE 2 Mechanism constituting its phenomenon (cf. Craver, 2007a, p. 7)
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attempts to deal with fat‐handedness. Section 5 evaluates the surveyed debate against the backdrop of empirical

research practice. We will conclude that (a) the expressed focus on formalisms in the current debate may be

misleading and (b) there are ways to uncover interlevel relevance beyond using interventions.
2 | INTERVENTIONS UNCOVER CAUSAL RELATIONS

According to Woodward's (2003, 2008a) interventionist account of causation, causal relations can be detected by dif-

ference making: Causes make a difference to their effects. Inspired by work on causal modeling (Pearl, 2000; Spirtes,

Glymour, & Scheines, 1993) Woodward translates questions about causal relations into questions about relations

between variables (representing properties or events) taking different values. Causal relations between variables

can be represented in directed acyclic graphs. On the interventionist account, we can assert that C causes E if and only

if an intervention changing C's value also makes a difference to E's value.

For illustration, consider again protein synthesis under the causal reading. Let D represent DNA transcription

with value 1 signifying that the gene is currently transcribed and 0 that it is not. Let P represent the presence

(P = 1) or absence (P = 0) of a newly folded protein. Now if we can intervene on D (set D's value from 1 to 0 by,

say, blocking DNA polymerase) to change P's value from 1 to 0, we can assert—under appropriate conditions—that

D causes P.

Woodwardian interventions must be conceptually (not necessarily physically) possible and do not depend on an

agent. A manipulation I of C qualifies as an intervention on C with respect to (w.r.t. for short) E if it meets the following

conditions: (a) I causes C, (b) I overrides all other causes (U) of C, (c) any directed path from I to E goes through C (i.e.,

there must not be a causal path, neither direct nor through other variables [R], from I to E that does not go through

C), and (d) I is statistically independent of any variable Z that causes E and that is on a directed path that does not go

through C (Figure 3).3 That is to say, an intervention I “breaks off” all other influences on C and it manipulates C in

such a way that changes in E are only mediated through changes in C and not in any other way.

This surgical nature of interventions is reminiscent of experimental research practice. If we study, for example,

whether certain genes contribute to a given protein's synthesis, we must not only block the transcription of those

genes but also control for (exclude, hold constant) other relevant factors. To ensure we sort actual causes from con-

founding factors and accidental correlates, Woodward's account mirrors well‐known principles of experimental

design; interventionist analyses require that all of the considered variables in a causal graph must in principle be

independently manipulable (see Woodward, 2008a, p. 209). For if this were not the case, we will run risk of violating

constraints (c) and (d).
FIGURE 3 Conditions on interventions illustrated. Arrows mark causal relations, dotted lines mark statistical
dependencies, crosses indicate unlicensed relations (see Craver, 2007a, p. 97)
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3 | INTERVENING INTO MECHANISMS

What role do interventions play in the context of mechanisms? Scientists generally rely on interventions to study

how components in a mechanism work together. This applies under both the causal and the constitutive readings

of mechanisms. Given that Woodward's account is tailored to the study of causal relations, applying interventions

to study how mechanistic components causally work together is straightforward and unproblematic. However, when

we look at mechanisms constituting their phenomena, there is a second use of interventions: Scientists also use inter-

ventions to assess the constitutive relevance of spatial parts. In his “Explaining the Brain,” Craver suggests that
a component [i.e. constitutively relevant part] is relevant to the behavior of a mechanism as a whole when

one can wiggle the behavior of the whole by wiggling the behavior of the component and one can wiggle

the behavior of the component by wiggling the behavior as a whole. The two are related as part to whole

and they are mutually manipulable. (Craver, 2007a, p. 153; see also Craver & Tabery, 2015)
We agree that this mutual manipulability criterion (MM) is intuitively plausible and generally faithful to scientific

practice. For instance, we have learned from converging lesion and functional imaging studies that the hippocampus

is relevant for spatial memory. London taxi drivers, who have extraordinary spatial memory, have enlarged hippo-

campi (Maguire, Woollett, & Spiers, 2006) while patients with lesions in hippocampus show severe impairments in

this domain (Morris, Garrud, Rawlings, & O'Keefe, 1982). In other words, manipulating spatial memory (by training)

affects hippocampus (it grows) and manipulating hippocampus (by lesioning) affects spatial memory (deficits arise).

However, MM is not as innocent as it appears. First, employing Woodwardian interventions to test for mutual

manipulability assumes that interlevel relations in mechanisms are causal. But this contradicts Craver and Bechtel's

(2007) claim that there is no interlevel causation in mechanisms (Romero, 2015, Kästner, 2017, but see Leuridan,

2012, Krickel, 2017). Second, even if we still adopt MM, its exact status remains unclear. While Baumgartner and

Gebharter (2016, p. 738) conceive of MM as necessary and sufficient, Craver (2007b) emphasizes that MM provides

only a sufficient condition for constitutive relevance (but also see Craver, 2007a, p. 159). Harinen (2014), by contrast,

argues that for MM to be plausible, we must consider top‐down and bottom‐up manipulability (viz., manipulability in

each of the two directions MM demands) individually necessary. Third, it is questionable whether the manipulations

MM demands are even possible. Spelling out constitutive relevance more clearly, Craver (2007a, p. 154) provides a

characterization that closely mirrors Woodward's criteria for interventions. However, Romero (2015) stresses that

the kind of surgical interventions required by Woodward are unavailable in mechanistic settings where MM is

applied. Baumgartner and Casini (2017) even argue that manipulations meeting Woodward's criteria are “unrealizable

in principle” (p. 215) when testing for constitutive relevance.

While this issue is usually discussed fairly technically, the matter is really quite simple: Interventions into the

behavior of a mechanism as a whole with respect to the activity of some component are fat‐handed (Woodward,

2008b, p. 209): They affect both the mechanism as a whole and at least some of its component parts. As such, they

violate the interventionist constraint of independent manipulabilty (and, depending on the concrete scenario, condi-

tions [iii] and/or [iv]). This is because mechanistic constitution is a kind of part–whole relation that obtains between

the activities of individual components and the behavior of the mechanism as a whole. Since wholes cannot be

manipulated without affecting any of their parts, interventions into the whole will always be non‐surgical, that is,

fat‐handed, with respect to some part. Rather than intervening into X (the whole) with respect to Y (the part), we

actually intervene on X and Y simultaneously by carrying out I.

The reason for fat‐handedness being problematic for the interventionist is not merely one of definition.

Interventions are designed to uncover causal relations. It is a platitude about causation that causes are wholly distinct

from their effects, and effects depend on their causes but not vice versa (e.g., Lewis, 1986). This is why intervention-

ism limits the analysis to independently manipulable variables. Without this constraint, the source of the observed

dependency would be underdetermined; it could be mediated through a non‐causal dependence relation just as well

as through a causal one, or a combination of both (see also Section 4.1.2). But if we want to identify constitutive
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relations—the relata of which are not wholly distinct and thus mutually dependent—some interventions will have to

be fat‐handed and independent manipulability cannot be demanded.

This is not the only problem for MM; there is a second difficulty worth noting. MM presupposes that we know

where and how to target our manipulations and where and how to detect their effects (see Section 5.2). Moreover,

we must already know which variables represent the parts and which the whole of the part–whole relation under

scrutiny. Without this additional information, MM cannot distinguish between A's being a component of B and B's

being a component of A (Kästner, 2017, ch. 3.7; see Leuridan, 2012, for a similar point). Interventionism does not

address this problem: It neither distinguishes between different kinds of variables (representing parts and wholes,

respectively) nor between different levels.

If we cannot apply Woodwardian interventions to mechanisms under the constitutive reading—due to issues

with fat‐handedness—perhaps we should dispense with the idea that they can illuminate constitutive relations. For

if interlevel interventions are no longer allowed, issues with fat‐handedness will not arise. But neither will it be pos-

sible to fulfill MM. Perhaps this is not too bad and there are better criteria to cash out constitutive relations anyways

(see Section 5.2). Still, interlevel interventions are an important part of the empirical reality of scientific research prac-

tice we cannot simply dispense with (e.g., Eronen, 2010; Kaplan, 2012; Kästner, 2017; Romero, 2015); at least not as

long as we aim for an empirically realistic account of scientific explanations. Thus, it may be well‐worth trying to save

the idea of interventions into mechanisms despite the problems outlined here. The next section reviews a number of

possible moves to this end.
4 | APPROACHING FAT‐HANDEDNESS AND UNDERDETERMINATION

In what follows, we will look into how interventionism might be modified to accommodate for interlevel interventions

(Section 4.1), how additional heuristics might help circumvent the fat‐handedness issue (Section 4.2), and how our

understanding of constitutive relevance in mechanisms might be adjusted (Section 4.3). To date, no unequivocal

solution to the fat‐handedness issue or the problem of underdetermination has been found, but the debate is still

developing.

Before we begin, two disclaimers are in order. First, metaphysical, conceptual, and epistemological questions

about constitutive relations tend to be run together in the discussions of mechanisms and interventions. One reason

for this may be that MM provides an account of (or at least a sufficient condition for) what constitutive relevance is

by providing a recipe for finding it. In what follows, we try to separate metaphysical, conceptual, and epistemological

questions as best we can. Second, note that much of the current debate focuses on the formal aspects of interven-

tions and MM, respectively. Thus, the discussion may sometimes appear rather removed from scientific practice and

disregard MM. Section 5 will put it back into its empirical context.
4.1 | Modifying interventionism

Woodward himself made two (conceptual) suggestions as to how interventionism might deal with variables that are

not independently manipulable: appealing to realization independence (2008a) and introducing exception clauses in the

definition of interventions (2011, 2015). Both suggestions were first discussed in response to the problem of mental

causation (Kim, 1998)—where the worrisome non‐causal relation is supervenience—and subsequently imported into

the discussion about mechanisms (see also Section 5).
4.1.1 | Realization independence: Separating variable sets

Suppose the activity of a component (C) is constitutively relevant to a mechanism's behavior as a whole (M) where M

is causally linked to the behavior of a second mechanism (M*). Given the constitutive relation between them, M and

C are not independently manipulable. Interventions into M will be fat‐handed and induce changes in both C and M*
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(as well as components thereof; Figure 4a).4 To avoid this, we might split the variable set such that we get two

separate causal models in which all variables can be independently manipulated (Figure 4b).

However, this raises the question whether we should prefer talking about M or C as causing M*. While this is no

longer a question of constitution, we now seem to have competing but unconnected explanations of M* (which may

not necessarily be a problem for the mechanist, see Section 6). Woodward (2008a) suggests that higher level

(mechanism level) causal claims are more adequate than lower level (constituent level) ones if and only if they express

realization independent dependency (RID) relationships. Put briefly, his suggestion is this: If the different variables we

have to choose from as causes represent realizers (components in the case of mechanisms) and things being realized

(the overall mechanism), then we should pick that what is being realized as the cause (i.e., M rather than C). But this

strategy is problematic for several reasons. First, RID may yield highly context‐dependent results depending on what

realizers we consider (Hoffmann‐Kolss, 2014) or “systematically overshoot” (Franklin‐Hall, 2016) by leading us to pre-

fer causes so general that they are virtually vacuous (say, the big bang). Second, when we avoid having M and C in the

same graph, our graphs can no longer capture the interventions required by MM, that is, interventions into M w.r.t. C

and vice versa.

4.1.2 | Relativizing interventions

If splitting variable sets is not an option, maybe adjusting our definitions of interventions is in order. While interven-

tionists certainly, and plausibly, do want to control for confounding variables, accidental correlates, etc., this does not

imply that they want to control for supervenience bases or constituents in mechanisms. As this would be metaphys-

ically metaphysically impossible, it clearly cannot be the aim (Woodward, 2015, p. 336).

In 2011, Woodward suggested the following conceptual modification of his view: Interventions are allowed to be

fat‐handed, if the simultaneously affected variables are supervenience bases.5 For mechanistic contexts, we may

replace “supervenience bases” with “constitutively relevant parts in a mechanism.” This relativization of intervention-

ism renders causal graphs including variables representing overall mechanism behavior (M) as well as variables

representing acting components (C) permissible.

The flipside is an epistemological challenge: Manipulability alone can no longer be taken to indicate the presence

of causal relations. Figure 5 illustrates this. If an intervention I into M is fat‐handed, that is, simultaneously affects C,

this may be because (a) I is a common cause of both M and C, (b) C is constitutively relevant to M (dashed arrow),

or (c) M causes C. Note that these scenarios are not even mutually exclusive: I may be a common cause of C

and M in addition to C being constitutively relevant to M or M causing C. Observed manipulability leaves this

underdetermined. Besides, if a single intervention I affects M and C simultaneously, how can we even be sure I should

be considered an intervention into M w.r.t. C rather than an intervention on C w.r.t. M? And how should we even

know where to locate I? After all, interventionism does not provide any tools to place variables at different levels.
FIGURE 4 The causal graph in (a) violates independent manipulability because C is a constituent of M (dashed
arrow pointing from C to M). That is, changes in M will be accompanied by changes in C. We may instead
represent the situation with two independent causal models (b). Note that causal graphs normally just show nodes
and edges; we here include representations of mechanisms (gray) for better intelligibility



FIGURE 5 (a)–(c) If I into M is fat‐handed this may have several reasons (see text). (d) The same applies for I2 into C
w.r.t. M (at least as long as no other realizer C′ of M takes over C's original activity; see footnote 4)
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To disambiguate between the different possible scenarios in Figure 5, Baumgartner and Gebharter (2016) modify inter-

ventionism to include time. Since causes precede their effects (but not vice versa), we should expect that “at least one pos-

sible intervention on a cause induces a change in that cause which strictly precedes a change in the corresponding effect.”

(p.18) By contrast, changes in variables that are constitutively related will occur simultaneously as constitution is a synchro-

nous relation. Though conceptually useful to distinguish between causation and constitution, this strategy seems empirically

too demanding to address the epistemological challenge. Ourmeasurements take time, and temporal resolution is sometimes

poor. Consider neuroimaging techniques like fMRI, for instance, where BOLD signals often lag 3–4 seconds behind cortical

activation. If the temporal difference could bemerely an artifact of our instruments, wemay not be able to actually distinguish

between simultaneous constitutive and non‐simultaneous causal influences in scientific experiments. Thus, constraints based

on the temporal order of our observations can only serve a heuristic function in identifying constitutive relations.6

Another way to disambiguate between a common cause scenario and one where M and C are constitutively related

would be to simply assume (as Woodward, 2015, does) that we already know where constitutive relevance obtains. But

since MM is supposed to detect constitutive relevance that is begging the question. We might instead rely on inductive

inferences to uncover constitutive relations. But as we shall see below (Section 4.2), this is not uncontroversial either.

Finally, we might fully embrace the underdetermination inherent in relativized interventionism. Following

Woodward's idea, we can modify interventionism even further by dropping the independent manipulability constraint

altogether (Kästner, 2017). The result is difference making interventionism (DMI), according to which interventions can

be employed to detect relevance relations in general rather than just causal ones; DMI uncovers difference makers;

some of which may be genuine causes. While this implies a loss in specificity, adopting DMI has several advantages. It

renders interventionist reasoning much more widely applicable across the sciences than do other modifications

because it can deal with the epistemic uncertainty often inherent in scientific practice: DMI legalizes interventions

no matter what dependence relations exactly mediate observed manipulability, and no matter what we already know

about them. Thus, DMI is truthful to scientific practice and captures more closely what scientists mean by interven-

tions than does Woodward's restricted notion. The challenge for DMI will be, though, to identify causes (and mech-

anistic constituents) among various difference makers.
4.2 | Inductive heuristics

If modifying interventionism does not provide a satisfactory handle on fat‐handedness and underdetermiation (as it

leaves the epistemological challenge unanswered), we may consider supplementing interventions with additional

(epistemological) heuristics.

Like Romero (2015), Baumgartner and Gebharter (2016) stress that interventions into a mechanism as a

whole are always fat‐handed with respect to some of its components. In addition to the time‐based disambiguation

strategy outlined above (Section 4.1), they offer a heuristic based on multiple intervention studies. If we manipulate

the behavior of a mechanism as a whole (M), we will, due to the nature of mechanistic constitution, necessarily also

manipulate some component (C1, C2, …, Cn) of the mechanism. By contrast, interventions into C1, C2, …, Cn will
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not necessarily also be interventions into M. Thus, Baumgartner and Gebharter suggest that if interventions into M

w.r.t some Cn are always fat‐handed, we have evidence for a constitutive relation. Note that, again, while this is a con-

ceptually promising solution, it remains epistemologically problematic. For instance, when will enough interventions

on M w.r.t. different Cs have been performed to inductively infer there is a constitutive relation?

Also relying on an inductive leap, Baumgartner and Casini (2017) propose a No De‐Coupling (NDC) criterion to

replace MM. Their basic reasoning is that since fat‐handedness makes the kinds of interventions required by MM

impossible, we can use this impossibility of surgical interventions as a criterion for detecting constitutive relations.

But this seems to address the metaphysical rather than the epistemological question, and proofs of inexistence are

a notoriously difficult affair. Besides, there seem to be plenty of MM‐style experiments in scientific practice.
4.3 | MM as interlevel causation

If neither modifying interventionism nor adding heuristics are convincing strategies, we might reconsider our

conception of constitution. That is, we may turn to the metaphysical question of what constitution actually is.

Regularity‐based accounts (e.g., Couch, 2011; Harbecke, 2010, 2015; Krickel, forthcoming) aim to illuminate the

nature of this relation building on the idea that a mechanism's components are regularly involved in its exhibiting a

certain phenomenon. Still, these accounts assume that constitutive relevance is some kind of non‐causal relation.

But maybe this is not quite adequate. Given that we can assess constitution with interlevel interventions and that

interventions pick out causal relations, perhaps we should give interlevel interventions in mechanisms a causal reading

rather than insisting on there being a non‐causal relation (e.g., Leuridan, 2012). However, this move (a) risks conflating

two fundamentally different concepts, (b) suggests that MM implies philosophically suspicious mutual (i.e., circular)

causation relations (Baumgartner & Gebharter, 2016; Craver & Bechtel, 2007), and (c) contradicts Romero's (2015)

finding that the interventions MM requires in principle cannot—due to fat‐handedness—provide evidence for interlevel

causation in mechanisms (pp. 3748–3749). Besides, by interventions alone, we still cannot distinguish between

scenarios where our intervention only is a common cause of both C and M and those where C additionally causes M.

Including time into the picture might help address these worries. The trick is to draw out mutual manipulations

over time so that feedback between mechanisms and their components is allowed while two things are not causing

one another at the same time. MM then comes down to intervening into C at t1 which makes a difference to M at t2,

and interventining into M at t3 which makes a difference to C in t4.

Gebharter and Kaiser (2014) take this strategy when suggesting to model interlevel interventions with causal

Bayes nets (CBNs) that represent the mechanism repeatedly over time (Figure 6). Gebharter (2016) proposes that

we can apply causal discovery methods in CBNs to uncover constitutive relations in mechanisms if we rely on

additional cues such as time and parthood information to disambiguate between causal and constitutive relations.

Harinen (2014) and Krickel (2017) both suggest splitting variables into temporal parts or stages. Suppose M is split

into M1 representing the mechanism's operation at t1 and M2 representing its operation at t2 and C is split into C1

and C2. Now we can intervene on M1 w.r.t. C2 and on C1 w.r.t. M1 to apply MM (see Figure 7). Since the relata are

now spatiotemporally distinct, there is no problem with interlevel causation. Moreover, Krickel argues, we do not have

to take constitution to be interlevel causation; rather, interlevel causation (detected by interventions) may just unmask

constitution. For, according to Krickel, constitutive relations consist in part–whole relations between C andM in addition

to an interlevel causal relations between (phases of C) and phases of M.While this strategy may be conceptually promis-

ing, the question of how exactly appropriate temporal parts should (and can) be individuated remains unanswered.
5 | REVIVING THE EMPIRICAL CONTEXT

Thus far, it seems at least questionable whether we can address fat‐handedness and underdetermination using

Woodwardian interventions. The most promising solutions proposed to date rely on additional insights about, for



FIGURE 6 Modeling interlevel interventions in a mechanism over time. Note that CBNs will not represent
mechanisms as in this picture but just causal networks

FIGURE 7 Interlevel interventions with splitting variables
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example, part–whole relations or how to individuate and at which mechanistic level to locate variables. How these

insights are obtained, however, remains an open question. From a metaphysical or conceptual perspective, that might

not be as damaging as it sounds. After all, philosophical discussions of causation also assume that we can reliably indi-

viduate events without providing (or rather presupposing) a theory of how to do it. On the other hand, discussions of

mechanisms and interventions usually emphasize that they aim for an empirically adequate picture of scientific expla-

nations. Against this background, we should also expect answers to the epistemological questions of how we can

experimentally distinguish causal from constitutive relations in mechanisms. Yet, much of the current debate focuses

on formalisms rather than empirical practice.

We suspect that this development has been driven, in part, by mirroring the discussions of interventionism in the

context of mental causation (Baumgartner, 2010, 2013; Eronen, 2012; Gebharter, 2015; Harinen, 2014; Hoffmann‐

Kolss, 2014; Kästner, 2017; Raatikainen, 2010; Shapiro & Sober, 2007; Woodward, 2008a). Given that

supervenience, like mechanistic constitution, conflicts with independent manipulability, the problems interventionists

face with constitutive mechanisms have been presented as structurally analogous to those we encounter in the con-

text of mental causation. However, mechanistic constitution is a relation between a whole and any single part, rather

than the whole and the overall collection of its parts, as supervenience would be (Craver, 2007a, p. 153, fn 33).

Besides, the question whether higher level events are causally efficacious is quite different from the question of what

constitutes a mechanism. Thus, the transfer between discussions of causal exclusion to the problem of constitutive

relevance is limited. We may expect issues with constitutive relevance to be addressed differently from how we

address the causal exclusion problem.7
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The current section aims to put interlevel experiments back into their empirical context and asks whether

this may help address the problems of interventions in mechanisms. Section 5.1 focuses on a metaphysical

consideration: Perhaps our difficulties with mechanistic constitution arise from understanding componency as some-

thing mereological. If so, conceptualizing mechanisms as causally between inputs and outputs may help resolve them.

Section 5.2 turns to an epistemological question: How are constitutive relations unmasked experimentally? Focusing

on interventions alone in this context crucially neglects the process of identifying variables.
5.1 | Constitution reconsidered: Mechanisms as I‐O relations

Much of the foregoing discussion rests on the assumption that constitution is a part–whole relation. However,

some mechanists emphasize that mechanisms should be considered as input–output (I‐O) relations: as causal

sequences giving rise to phenomena as they transform inputs into outputs (cf. Harinen, 2014; Prychitko, 2017).8

Mechanisms, that is, operate causally between inputs and outputs; we can view their components as parts of causal

chains or as mereological parts of wholes (Craver, 2018).

Recently, Craver (2018) stressed that causal betweenness is also in the background of MM. Rather than interven-

ing and detecting simultaneously in interlevel experiments (Figure 8a), scientists intervene into the input or a compo-

nent of the mechanism (I) and subsequently detect (D) changes in the output (Figure 8b). We can illustrate this also

without the iconic mechanism cones (Figure 8c).

If we read MM as a criterion to uncover what is causally between input and output, the problems with interlevel

interventions resolve: They test for nothing but causal relationships within the working mechanism (Prychitko, 2017).
FIGURE 8 Top‐down and bottom‐up studies illustrated (a) following Craver (2007a, p. 146), (b) taking into account
intervention and detection happen diachronically, and (c) removing mechanism cones (time is implicit as running left
to right)
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This is compatible with the view that “the mechanism and its components (organized and working in the right way)

are the same entity” (Romero, 2015, p. 3754). Still, we can think of phenomena (mechanism behavior) as “on a higher

level” in the sense that they are shorthand characterizations of I‐O relations. Mechanisms can span multiple levels as

elements of a causal sequence may themselves be further analyzed as causal sequences.9 Talk about levels, interlevel

experiments, and nested hierarchies must simply not be mistaken to contradict the idea that mechanisms constituting

their phenomena are causal sequences, too.

Following this line of reasoning, however, at least two questions remain: First, how do we know whether

something is at higher or lower mechanistic levels (cf. Section 4.1)? Second, how do we know what potentially

relevant causal factors are and how to target them with interventions? While the first question may be answered

pragmatically based on our currently best understanding of the world (we usually think of neurons as “lower level”

than memory), the second demands more discussion.
5.2 | Before we can even intervene

Section 4 already highlighted that interventions alone might be insufficient to identify constitutive relations. In fact,

we think, focusing on interventions only is too shortsighted to understand mechanistic inquiry. Additional resources

not only help us disambiguate between causal and constitutive relations, they are crucial in identifying potentially

relevant variables along with ways to measure and manipulate them. Even if, as Bechtel (forthcoming) suggests, we

stick to graph‐theoretic methods to find constitutive relations by identifying clusters in networks, we presuppose

to already know the relevant variables.

The debate surveyed here focuses on studying relevant interactions between variables. However, it keeps silent

about how relevant variables are identified. To remedy this, we may consult nonintervention studies (cf. Kästner,

2017). Dissections, cell staining, centrifugation, or inducing genetic markers, for instance, are all manipulative

research strategies aiming to uncover potential mechanistic components. But rather than manipulating some X with

respect to some Y, these mere interactions (Kästner, 2015) are employed as tools precisely because they will have

certain well‐known effects (staining visualizes cell bodies, centrifugation separates particles, etc.).

Williamson (2013, 2018) also emphasizes the limits of interventionist explanations. He argues that mechanistic

explanations are richer because (a) spatiotemporal and hierarchical organization plays a crucial role in mechanisms

that cannot always be captured in causal networks (see also Kaiser, 2016) and (b) interventions cannot capture

different kinds of functional roles (like those of a catalyst vs. a main reactant) components in a mechanism may play

for its overall operation (Williamson, personal communication). Supplied with appropriate modeling tools, graph

theoretic models may successfully address both these worries. But even so, noninterventionist studies are needed

to identify relevant variables and study non‐causal relations between them.

Incorporating nonintervention studies into the picture has further advantages. First, embracing a weaker account

of interventions (like DMI) no longer has detrimental consequences as we can now rely on multiple research strate-

gies to disambiguate between different dependency relations. Second, nonintervention studies take experimental

practice at face value. Acknowledging that scientists actually perform many experiments interventionism cannot

plausibly capture removes the artificial focus on interventions.
6 | CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We began by recognizing that both interventionism and MM are empirically well‐grounded. Given that interlevel

interventions are successfully employed in science, the question is not whether they are possible. Rather, it is how

philosophers of science construe the theoretical underpinnings of, and provide a coherent foundation for, interven-

tion‐based interlevel inquiry into mechanisms. We outlined a number of challenges for this philosophical project and

surveyed possible solutions including revising the definition of interventions, rejecting MM, or interpreting
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constitutive relations in terms of causal betweenness. Which of these strategies is most desirable depends, in part, on

whether one (a) focuses on ontological, conceptual, or epistemological questions and (b) prioritizes constraints

imposed by formal models or empirical practices.

Moreover, we may wonder how sharply to portray the contrast between causal and constitutive readings of

mechanisms to begin with. How exactly a mechanism is described, after all, crucially depends on scientists' research

questions and the explanatory strategy they pursue (Craver & Darden, 2013, Kästner, 2018). Throughout discovery,

researchers frequently switch between characterizing the same set of goings‐on in the world as (a) a causal mecha-

nism leading to an end product (a protein being synthesized) or (b) a mechanism constituting an overall phenomenon

(protein synthesis). But this does not mean there are different mechanisms in the world. Instead, the different

mechanistic explanations emphasize causal and constitutive aspects, respectively (Kästner, 2018).

We think it is time for philosophers to let questions about how different experiments contribute to scientific

inquiry take the driver's seat. Rather than getting lost in the analysis of formalisms and metaphysics, it might be

desirable to work with a less restrictive notion of intervention (like DMI does) and emphasize the role that insights

supplied by nonintervention studies play in the construction of mechanistic explanations. In order to achieve

this, we must not only consider single experiments but successive discovery episodes within a given research

program.
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ENDNOTES
1 This is of course highly simplified; but for current purposes, it shall suffice.
2 Discussing levels of mechanisms makes for a rich debate of its own (e.g., Craver, 2015). What matters for current purposes
is that phenomena are considered to be at a higher level than a mechanism's components.

3 For the full definitions, Woodward's (M) and (IV), see Woodward (2003), pp. 59 and 98, respectively.
4 The reverse may not hold as long as we allow for multiple realizablilty: If M is multiply realized by C, C′, C″, etc.
manipulating C does not necessarily change M (and M*).

5 Baumgartner (2010, 2013) refers to the corresponding core definitions of interventions as (M*) and (IV*). In the published
(2015) version of his paper, Woodward argues that this is not an actual modification of his view. Rather, this is the way he
intended his 2003 definitions to be read.

6 One might object to using time in detecting causal relations, of course, if one is critical of the dogma that causes appear
earlier than their effects (but see Kline, 1980).

7 Thanks to Carl Craver for stressing this point.
8 Kaiser and Krickel (2016) criticize that this view blurs the distinction between causal and constitutive readings. Machamer,
Darden, and Craver (2000, p. 5) emphasize that “[m]echanisms do things” (produce changes from startup to termination
conditions) and describing them solely as I‐O relations is “impoverished.”

9 This is why levels of mechanisms are different from levels of ontology.
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